\Ve consider the problem of color image quantization, or clustering of the color space. vVe propose a new methodology for doing this, called model-based clustering trees. This is grounded in model-based clustering, which bases inference on finite mixture models estimated by maximum likelihood using the EM algorithm, and automatically chooses the number of clusters by Bayesian model selection, approximated using BIC, the Bayesian Information Criterion. We build a clustering tree by first clustering the first color band, then using the second color band to cluster each of the clusters found at the first stage, and the resulting clusters are then further subdivided in the same way using the third color band. The tree is pruned automatically as part of the algorithm by using Bayesian model selection to choose the number of clusters at each stage. An efficient algorithm for implementing the methodology is proposed. The method is applied to several real data sets and compared, with good results, to an alternative method that clusters simultaneously on all bands.
Contents
targeting delivery to display devices supporting small, bounded pixel data value depth; as a preliminary to object and feature detection and analysis in images; and as a basis for other image processing operations such as image registration and archiving.
Color quantization (see, e.g., [33] ) is unsupervised classification, or clustering, of the color space. Typically a potential 256 3 (for I-byte pixel values in each color band) distinct colors are to be mapped into a reduced number of palette colors, e.g. up to 256 [27] . Color image quantization could be said to be brittle because the distribution of local optima in the 3-dimensional color space is expected to be broad [28] .
In this work we will be concerned with 3-band color data. However our results will carry over to multiple band data (e.g. in Earth observation), or to multi-or hyperspectral data in any domain. Our work may similarly be relevant for aspects of image sequence and video analysis.
A short review of software for quantization is as follows. In the image display and analysis program xv, Bradley [3] In Section 2 we describe the model-based clustering trees methodology. In Section 3 we discuss aspects of algorithm design and properties. In Section 4 we show how the algorithm performs on several real datasets, and compare it to an alternative algorithm that clusters separately (rather than recursively) on the color bands.
Model-Based Clustering Trees
Our basic framework is that of model-based clustering, as described, for example, by Fraley and Raftery [14, 15] . In this methodology, a finite mixture of normal distributions is fit to the data by maximum likelihood estimation using the EM algorithm, the number of groups \Ve estimate the parameters by maximum likelihood using the EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm [10, 19] , one of the most successful methods in modern statistics. For its application to model-based clustering, see [18, 6, 9] . This is a procedure for iteratively maximizing likelihoods in situations where there are unobserved quantities and estimation would be simple if these were known. In the clustering case, the unobserved quantities are the cluster assignments given by the matrix ' "' I.
The EM algorithm iterates between the E step and the M step. In the E step, the conditional expectation, 1, of 1 given the data and the current estimates of 0 and A is computed, so that 1ig is the conditional probability that Xi belongs to the g-th group. In the M step, conditional maximum likelihood estimators of 0 and A given the current 1 are computed.
The point is that the E step and the M step are both simple, so that the EM algorithm as a whole is also simple. By contrast, direct maximization of the likelihood for the mixture model is complex in general. Although the algorithm has some limitations (e.g. it is not guaranteed to converge to a global rather than a local maximum of the likelihood), it is generally efficient and effective for Gaussian clustering problems. The EM algorithm requires a starting point. An initial classification for each possible number of clusters may be found agl:;loJmeratlve hierarchical model-based 2]. procedure is esp,eClall) ernCleJlt this can be done without degrading performance too much. This is the motivation for the model-based clustering trees methodology described in Section 2.3.
Choosing the Number of Clusters via Bayesian Model Selection
We By Bayes' theorem,
In (2), p(xIA1 G ) is the integrated likelihood of modellvf G , which requires integration over the model's parameter space, as follows:
by the law of total probability.
integral (3) Mukherjee et al. [21] and in other articles.
Model-Based Clustering Trees Algorithm
For color image segmentation, we cluster the first band, then we cluster each of the resulting clusters using the second band, and finally we subdivide the resulting clusters yet again using the third band. This requires choosing the 3D color space and the order in which the bands are to be clustered; these issues are discussed in Section 3.
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. For the first color band, use BIC to choose the number of clusters (here we use G min = 1, G max = 9). Use the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the mixture model, and assign each pixel to the group to which it is most likely to belong a posteriori.
2. For each cluster identified in step 1, carry out a separate model-based cluster analysis, this time using only the pixel intensities in the second color band. Each cluster identified in step 1 is then itself subdivided into several clusters.
3. For each (sub)cluster identified in step 2, subdivide it further using the same procedure as in step 2, but this time using only the pixel intensities in the third color band. 3 Algorithm Design
Algorithm Properties
In this section, we review results for:
1. Band segmentation, and spectral clustering.
2. Label monotonicity.
3. Partial order of clusters, and total order of cluster labels.
Contiguity of pixels associated with a cluster implies that segmentation rather than clustering holds. In the spatial or image dimension space domain, our algorithm provides a clustering solution. In color or spectral band space, our algorithm provides a segmentation solution. It is clear that the latter allows for straightforward inducing of a total order relation on the image pixels, which is necessary for display as a single image plane.
In the following we will discuss further properties of our algorithm related to segmentation in the spectral domain.
To facilitate image display, we posit the following label monotonicity principle.
Label monotonicity principle:
means < rel~iticln -< a monot,onil:::ity priIlciple relatl.on -< can
The mixture modeling algorithm is a segmentation algorithm since it is one-dimensional and we have the following exact relationship for any given spatial dimension or color band:
< <
Next, consider clusters defined from band or color 2, C2i, and we will write Cli for a cluster defined from band 1. For given Cli, we have Cli where the cardinality of band 2 cluster set, J i , is at least 1. ·When I J i 1 we ignore any contribution by band 2, i.e., no sub-clusters have been found.
A fortiori it holds that l(C2i) < l(C2j)~m(c2i) < m(c2j) for all band 2 segments.
Similar properties hold for band 3. We have Cli = UjEJiC2j for a set of subclusters, J i , and C2i 1 = UjlEJ;C2j1 for a set of subclusters, JI, which also is at least of cardinality 1 and at most of cardinality 1C2i1 I. Again we have a total order on all band 3 segments.
Our algorithm produces an embedded set of segments. Is there a total order on segment means resulting from this embedded set, so that the principle of label monotonicity is respected? To show that this is indeed the case, we firstly note that band 3 segments replace a parent band 2 segment, and band 2 segments replace a parent band 1 segment.
Secondly, at band 2, given Cli = UjE J i C2 j, we can ensure that maXjC2j < Cl(i+l) since by the total order on band 2 and on band 1 segments, we have a well-defined maximum value of C2j, and similarly Cl(i+l) > Cli is next in band 1 sequence.
These two properties ensure that there results a total order of segment means. Hence it follows that the label monotonicity principle is respected.
Unconstrained Band Ordering
aV.::Lll,::LUJl\: n~SUJts for
In this section, we follow closely Tate who considers the band ordering problem for compression of multispectral images.
vVe consider the problem of clustering on one band coordinate, assuming that this band presents good clustering properties, followed by clustering on a second band based on the first band clustering, and so on. As expressed the previous section, if eli is the cluster we ,~isan~.rtitinin 2.
clu:steI'inp; as minin:1UIll sum 3, the corresponding subcluster variances are equal to 0, and hence the contribution to the overall sum of variances is thereby minimized.
Finding the optimal band ordering for clustering is not difficult in the color space case, since it involves only 6 possible alternatives. In the case of hyperspectral data, with many dozens or hundreds of bands, the situation is more computationally demanding.
Define graph G = (V, E) such that an edge has weight representing the added clustering quality attainable by clustering band i before band j. By design, band i is partitioned, and the clusters of the i-partition are each partitioned based on band j information. Define Wij as the improvement in the overall sum of posteriors (or sum of intra-cluster variances: the criterion used to quantify clustering quality is not important here) by taking band i before band j.
The problem of finding an optimal band order in the general case of many bands is equivalent to finding an optimal traveling salesman path in the graph, G. This Hamiltonian path problem in NP-hard and the corresponding decision problem of knowing whether we have or do not have a Hamiltonian path in G is NP-complete.
Transformations
In this section, we investigate image transformation band ordering RGB coordinates are converted to luminance-hue-saturation YIQ using the following transformation. 
where C 1 = max{ R,G,B }, and C 2 = min{ R,G,B }.
Examples
Test data sets from [17] were used. These included the sail of dimensions 3, 768, 512; tulips of dimensions 3, 767, 512; and frymire images.
Fitting Model-Based Clustering Trees
\Ve begin by partitioning a first band, and then continuing with the partitioning of previous band clusters. By constraining the mixture model to 9 image marginal Gaussian components, this yields a tree of Gaussian components of, at most, 9 3 729 nodes. The BIC model assessment criterion will tell us if we can justifiably retain a pruned version of this tree of carries out quantization directly in the color space. Such full multivariate quatization ought to be superior but, as we will see, gives results which are less acceptable.
\Ve consider the RGB sail example. Our algorithm produced 9 quantized levels on the first band, 73 on the second, and 125 on the third (cf. Table 1 ). This result is a progressive one, with an approximation to the original image based on 9 quantized levels, a better approximation to the original data based on 73 quantized levels, and finally an approximation to the original data based on 125 quantized levels.
ImageMagick's quantize procedure was given 125 quantization levels as the target, and produced 91, 89 and 94 quantization levels on bands 1, 2 and 3, respectively (i.e., R, G, and B bands).
Mean square error (MSE) discrepancy between the original data and the quantized data closely reflects the number of quantization levels used in the approximation. For band 1, MSEs for our algorithm (9 quantization levels) and Cristy's (91 quantization levels) were 124.95 and 99.54. For band 2, MSEs for our algorithm (73 quantization levels) and Cristy's (89 quantization levels) were 127.66 and 127
For band 3, MSEs for our algorithm (125 quantization levels) and Cristy's (94 quantization levels) were 126.28 and 135.29. Histogram equalization was used prior to these calculations, which was necessary for rescaling given that our coding involved 0.1 and 0.01 color step-size increments for bands 2 and 3.
Considering the RGB tulips example, we find for our method 9, 72, and 237 progressively For we find 1 and 133 quantized levels for three user was 237 qu.ant;lz2,tlCm band.
R band quantization were tested using BIC all smaller numbers of levels, and the G and B bands were tested for 8 and 9 levels.) Figure 3 results from the Cristy ImageMagick quantization procedure. In latter, 9 quantization levels were requested, yielding an image with 8, 9, and 8 quantization levels for the three color bands. Taking the R band alone of the ImageMagick result, the good fit to the input data (MSE 90.13 for Cristy as opposed to 128.54 for our algorithm, R band in both cases) was explained by a somewhat crude quantization rendition of the image. A better rendition of the image is obtained by straightforwardly converting the quantized 3D data volume, with 8, 9, and 8 quantization levels, to greyscale. This is shown in Figure 3 .
Even allowing for the degradation inherent in down-sizing and converting to greyscale Postscript, we find, with reference to the original data in Figure 1 , that the output of our algorithm in Figure 2 is superior to the ImageMagick result in Figure 3 chical model-based clustering [2] . Here one would start with the partition resulting from our method, treat that as an initial partition, and perform agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
One would use the loglikelihood as the clustering criterion for choosing the groups to be merged at each stage, and BIC as the criterion for deciding when to stop merging. This could yield a result with fewer quantization levels, but without degrading the quality of the quantization.
An alternative approach is to carry out model-based clustering using mixtures of multivariate nOJrm,al distributions directly on the three-dimensional pixel was ex- Figure 2 : Quantization using our algorithm. Number of quantization levels in R, G and B: 9, 9, 8. The original is in color, and this is shown here in greyscale.
multivariate model-based clustering, but we have not encountered such situations in practice, and they would seem rather contrived. Nevertheless, if it were possible to implement full multivariate model-based clustering on large numbers of pixels in comparable compute time to our method, this would seem worth doing, but this has not yet been accomplished.
